Standardized care pathway versus conventional approach in the management of patients presenting with faint at the University of Utah.
Despite the availability of guidelines, the evaluation of patients with faint continues to be inconsistent. The purpose of this study was to test the hypothesis that utilization of a new standardized-care pathway (Faint-Algorithm) reduces hospital admissions and improves diagnostic yield when compared to the conventional approach in the evaluation of patients with faint. We reviewed the data of 154 consecutive patients presenting with faint to the Faint and Fall Clinic at the University of Utah (standardized group) and 100 patients previously evaluated for faint using the conventional approach (conventional group). Using a standardized approach, only 4% of patients were admitted when compared to 20% in the conventional group (P < 0.001). The rate of diagnosis at initial evaluation was similar between the groups; however, at 45 days, it was greater in the standardized group when compared to the conventional group (57% vs 45% in the total population, P = 0.09; 57% vs 39% in the outpatient subgroups, P = 0.02). The number of tests or consultations associated with additional charges was significantly lower in the standardized group when compared to the conventional group (1.9 ± 1.0 vs 2.6 ± 1.2, P = 0.001). The use of a standardized approach in the evaluation of patients with faint decreased the number of hospital admissions and increased the rate of diagnosis at 45 days. This was achieved with less utilization of costly tests and consultations.